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ABSTRACT

This research study aimed to analyze the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital before and after the implementation of the National Health Insurance (JKN) and identify the factors influencing its performance. The study focused on various financial ratios, including profitability, liquidity, and activity ratios. The findings revealed significant differences in several ratios, such as Return on Investment, Cash Ratio, Inventory Turnover, Receivable Turnover Period, and Total Asset Turnover, indicating a decrease in performance after the implementation of JKN. The factors affecting the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital were categorized into internal factors, competitor factors, BPJS Health factors, government policy factors, and pandemic factors. Internal factors, such as cash availability, logistics management efficiency, expense management, and asset growth, played a crucial role in sustaining the hospital's financial operations during the initial phase of JKN implementation. The increased involvement of competitor hospitals in the JKN program impacted patient visits to Al Islam Bandung Hospital, reducing its financial performance. BPJS Health factors, including tiered referral policies and payment delays, influenced the hospital's patient flow and financial stability. Government policies related to JKN implementation provided a wider scope of services but lacked regular tariff adjustments, leading to increased operational costs. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic further affected Al Islam Bandung Hospital's financial performance by reducing patient visits while increasing the need for additional resources to handle COVID-19 cases. In conclusion, the study highlights the changes in financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital after the implementation of JKN and identifies factors such as patient numbers, payment periods, policy adjustments, and expense management as key contributors to these changes. Understanding these factors can help healthcare institutions adapt and improve their financial performance within the context of national health insurance schemes.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the hospital is an integral part of a social and health organization with the function of providing complete services, healing disease and disease prevention to the community. The hospital is also a training center for health workers and a medical research center.

Based on law no. 44 of 2009 concerning hospitals, what is meant by a hospital is a health service institution that organizes full individual health services that provide inpatient, outpatient, and emergency services.

Hospital objectives according to the Law of the Republic of Indonesia number 44 of 2009 concerning hospitals are:

1. Facilitate public access to health services.
2. Provide protection for the safety of patients, society, the hospital environment and human resources at the hospital.
3. Improving quality and maintaining hospital service standards.
4. Providing legal certainty to patients, the community, hospital human resources and hospitals.

The General Hospital has a mission to provide quality health services that are affordable to the community in order to improve public health status. The duty of a public hospital is to carry out health service efforts in an efficient and effective manner by prioritizing healing and recovery which are carried out in a harmonious and integrated manner with improvement and prevention as well as implementation of referral efforts.

According to law no. 44 of 2009 concerning hospitals, the functions of a hospital are:

1. Providing medical treatment and health recovery services in accordance with hospital service standards.
2. Maintenance and improvement of individual health through second and third level plenary health services according to medical needs.
3. Organizing education and training of human resources in order to increase capacity in providing health services.
4. Implementation of research and development as well as screening of technology in the health sector in order to improve health services by taking into account the ethics of science in the health sector.

In an effort to carry out its functions, the General Hospital organizes activities:
1. Medical services
2. Nursing services and care
3. Medical and non-medical support services
4. Community health services and referrals
5. Education, research and development
6. General administration and finance

The development of hospital management, both from management and operational aspects, is strongly influenced by various demands from the environment, namely the external and internal environment (Hendrawan, 2011). External demands include, among others, from stakeholders that hospitals are required to provide quality health services, and controllable health service costs so that it will lead to patient satisfaction. Demands from internal parties include cost control. Cost control is a complex problem because it is influenced by various parties, namely market mechanisms, economic behavior, professional resources and what is no less important is technological developments.

There are three criteria for hospital success that can be used as benchmarks, (1) survival, namely the ability of organizations to find alternatives to pioneer professional forms of health services; (2) growth, namely the ability of the organization to develop its business to survive in competition and improve service quality; (3) profit (profitability), namely the ability of the organization's business to support improving the welfare of employees (Prasetyono and Nurul, 2007)

Bandung Al Islam Hospital is a type B private hospital with a foundation legal entity, owned by the West Java Islamic Women's Cooperation Islamic Hospital Foundation. Bandung Al Islam Hospital is located in the East Bandung area. Since its establishment in 1990, Al Islam Bandung Hospital has grown and developed from initially only 20 beds, currently the inpatient capacity is 230 beds, while outpatient visits reach 1000-1200 patients every day.

Since 2014, in line with the enactment of the National Health Insurance Program (JKN) operated by the Health Social Security Administration Agency (BPJS Kesehatan), Al Islam Bandung Hospital is one of the first private hospitals to establish a health service partnership with BPJS Kesehatan in the city of Bandung.

Currently, nationally the number of BPJS Health participants has reached 222.5 million people as of December 31, 2020. This figure is equivalent to 81.3% of the population in Indonesia. In the city of Bandung, Universal Health Coverage (UHC) was implemented which was launched in December 2017 which means that 1.9 million residents of the city of Bandung have become BPJS Health participants. The impact on Bandung Al Islam Hospital is that most patients who seek treatment use BPJS Health facilities (60-80%).

One of the things that private hospitals are quite worried about in cooperating with BPJS Health is the enactment of tariffs using the prospective payment method or packages that are run using a disease and action grouping system based on Case Based Group (CBG), namely Indonesian Case Based Group (Ina-CBG). Setting tariffs like this is actually not something new in Indonesia considering that previously the same pattern applied to patients with Community Health Insurance (Jamkesmas) for the poor. It's just that the proportion of previous Jamkesmas patients was relatively small (<5%).

In a study conducted by Yuniarti, in 2015 with a private hospital research object, it was shown that the Ina CBG rate for Diabetes Mellitus had a negative difference compared to the rates in the hospital. Chairperson of the Association of Indonesian Private Hospitals (ARRSI) Drg. Susi Seiawaty, MARS conveyed in the online media Bisnis.Com in 2015 that one of the reasons why private hospitals in Indonesia do not all cooperate with BPJS Kesehatan to serve JKN patients is that there is no difference tariffs between government and private hospitals and there is no facility for private hospitals to procure medicines, consumables and medical devices. This was also stated by the Chairperson of the Indonesian Health Consumer Empowerment Foundation,
Marius Wijayarta, on the online site www.bbc.com September 11, 2017: "the reluctance of private hospitals to cooperate with BPJS Health because the BPJS fee calculation system is considered unable to cover the burden on hospitals, especially private hospitals."

Another study conducted by Randi Awara who reported in the JOM Journal of the Faculty of Law (2017) said that in addition to low rates for the private sector, there are also obstacles in paying claims that make private hospitals reluctant to cooperate with BPJS Health as implementers of JKN implementation.

In the Fee For Service payment system, the amount of claims billed depends on the services provided to patients or participants so that the Hospital can freely determine what services are provided to patients. Meanwhile, the prospective payment method or package is closed/fixed, which has been regulated through government regulations. With this system, payments for patient services performed by hospitals are no longer based on each unit of drug, consumable or action but are paid according to a predetermined fee package based on provisions stipulated by the Ministry of Health through a Minister of Health Regulation. Some cases will be less when compared to the actual costs incurred by the hospital for the patient, but in some other cases there are more than the actual cost. The good cost control ability of hospital management plays a very important role in maintaining the influence of this payment system on the hospital's financial performance.

Based on Minister of Health Regulation No. 69/2013, "Indonesian Case Based Groups Tariff, hereinafter referred to as INA-CBG's Tariff, is the amount of claim payment by BPJS Health to Advanced Level Health Facilities (FKRTL) for service packages based on disease diagnosis groupings". Hospitals will get paid based on the average cost spent for a group of diagnoses. In making payments using the INA-CBGs system, both the hospital and the paying party no longer break down the bill based on the details of the services provided, but only by submitting the patient's discharge diagnosis and the Disease Related Group (DRG) code. The amount of reimbursement for the diagnosis is determined by the government through a decree from the Minister of Health.

The financial performance of a hospital is influenced by many factors. From the revenue side, the large number of patients, the applicable tariffs and the method of payment will affect the hospital's ability to generate revenue, while from the expense side, the ability to control expenses will affect the hospital's ability to generate profits. After 8 years of implementing the National Health Insurance run by BPJS Kesehatan, it will certainly have an impact on the financial performance of hospitals that work with BPJS Kesehatan. Therefore the authors are interested in conducting research on the effect of the implementation of the National Health Insurance on the financial performance of hospitals taking the example of the case at Bandung Al Islam Hospital with the research title "Analysis of Differences in Financial Performance Before and After the Implementation of National Health Insurance (Case Study at Rs Al Islam Bandung)."

METHOD

In solving problems that exist in a study, careful, regular and continuous investigation is needed, whereas to know how the research steps should be is very important in the research process which is carried out in a planned and systematic manner, the research method is basically a scientific way to get data with a specific purpose and use.

Sugiyono (2013: 2) explains that the research method is basically a scientific way to obtain data with these purposes and uses. The research method is a technique or way of searching, obtaining, collecting or recording data, either in the form of primary data or secondary data that is used for the purposes of compiling a scientific work and then analyzing the factors related to the main issues so that there will be a truth. the data to be obtained.

The research method used by researchers is qualitative with descriptive analysis. The principle of qualitative research is natural. It is called natural because the research field situation is "natural", as it is, without being manipulated, regulated by experiments or tests. This research does not test a hypothesis, but only wants to know the state of the variables loosely, does not link one variable to another systematically, therefore this research method uses a qualitative approach. McMillan & Schumacher in Soejono (2012: 32) argues that a qualitative approach is an investigative approach because researchers usually collect data and interact with people in the research area.
Descriptive research is a writing that describes the actual situation of the object under study, according to the actual situation at the time of direct research. Sugiyono (2011: 21) argues that descriptive research is a method used to describe or analyze a research result but is not used to make broader conclusions.

RESULT

After collaborating with BPJS Kesehatan to implement JKN in 2014, Al Islam Bandung Hospital experienced an increase in patient visits in the first 2 years, namely 2014 and 2015, after which it tended to return to the conditions of visits prior to the implementation of JKN both in outpatient and inpatient care. The composition of BPJS patients from 2014 to 2020 ranged from 45% to 61% in outpatients with the highest in 2015 and the lowest in 2019, while inpatients ranged from 43% to 69% where the highest was in 2016 and the lowest was in 2020.

The increase in the first 2 years was due to the small number of hospitals that collaborated with BPJS Kesehatan, so patients piled up in hospitals that collaborated with BPJS Kesehatan, namely government hospitals and several private hospitals that collaborated with BPJS Kesehatan. After 2016, many hospitals started collaborating with BPJS Health, even though the number of BPJS Health participants was increasing and in 2019, almost most of the hospitals in the city of Bandung had collaborated with BPJS Health. In 2017 a tiered referral system was initiated for BPJS Health patient services, so that patients to reach type B and A hospitals must go through type D or C hospitals first.

The number of BPJS participants has increased from year to year since 2014, at the end of 2020 BPJS Health participants as a whole totaled 224.4 million people (BPJS Health Info Magazine Edition 85). Specifically in Bandung City, the Bandung City Government has established Universal Health Coverage for the people of Bandung City, which means that all residents of Bandung city receive health insurance through Health BPJS. The implementation of Universal Health Coverage took effect in early 2018.

Along with the increasing number of patients, both the total revenue and profit generated by Al Islam Bandung Hospital has increased beyond the income and profit generated prior to the implementation of this JKN. Even though the portion between profit and total revenue is getting smaller. When the number of patients returned to normal, Al Islam Bandung Hospital was still able to maintain profits and total income due to the many diversifications of services carried out, namely heart services, hemodialysis services and cancer services. From these three services Al Islam Hospital can increase and maintain profits and total revenue.

Financial Performance of Bandung Al Islam Hospital Before Implementation of National Health Insurance

Based on the data obtained from this study, it was found that the financial soundness of Al Islam Bandung Hospital was in the AAA level for 7 consecutive years from 2007 to 2013. This shows that the financial performance in general reached the targets set by the Ministry of Health. RI.

In terms of turnover, there was a relatively constant increase every year between 2017 and 2013, namely from 49.62 billion rupiah in 2007 and 110.09 billion rupiah in 2013. However, there was no constant growth as was the case with turnover for profit, namely EBIT where in 2007 EBIT was at 5.29 billion rupiah, increasing until 2011, namely 7.16 billion rupiah, but in the following year it decreased to 6.6 billion rupiah and 6.45 billion rupiah respectively in 2012 and 2013.

More detailed financial performance in the form of financial ratios before the implementation of the National Health Insurance will be discussed as follows:

A. Investment Return Ratio Before Implementation of National Health Insurance

Return on Investment Ratio is a profitability ratio calculated from net profit after deducting tax to total assets plus depreciation. This ratio is useful for measuring the ability of the company as a whole to generate profits against the total assets available to the company. The higher this ratio means the better the condition of a company. The components that affect changes in the value of this ratio according to the formula are EBIT, Depreciation and Total assets.

Prior to the implementation of the National Health Insurance, RII experienced an increase until 2010 and then decreased in
2013 right before the implementation of the National Health Insurance. In terms of patient visits, it appears that between 2007 and 2013 there was a rapid increase in visits, especially in outpatient and also inpatient care. The decrease in RII is also in accordance with the decrease in EBIT which may be due to an increase in the burden of adding human resources and adding service facilities due to the increase in the number of patients.

Based on the weight set by the Ministry of Health for the Investment Return Ratio for 2007 to 2013 it is still in the optimal weight of 2. So based on this guide the Investment Return Ratio of Al Islam Bandung Hospital is still in the optimal weight.

B. **Cash Ratio Before Implementation of National Health Insurance**

The Cash Ratio is used to measure how much cash is available to pay current debts. Availability of cash can be indicated by the availability of cash or cash equivalents such as a current account or savings account at a bank (which can be withdrawn at any time). This ratio shows the actual ability of the company to pay its short term debts. Based on the factor formula that influences this ratio is cash and cash equivalents and current liabilities.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2013, it was found that the Cash Ratio condition was fluctuating, namely the highest in 2007 and the lowest in 2012. In general, it appears to be decreasing, although it is still within the optimal performance limit based on the guidelines determined by the Indonesian Ministry of Health, namely with a weight of 3.

In accordance with the increase in the number of patients, the level of service has increased so that the needs to fulfill services have also increased. Capital expenditures, human resource expenditures and consumables have increased so that it appears that profits and profits have not increased in accordance with the constant increase in turnover.

C. **Current Ratio Before Implementation of National Health Insurance**

The Current Ratio is a ratio to measure a company's ability to pay short-term obligations or debts that are due when billed as a whole. According to Brigham and Houston (2001), "The current ratio measures the ability of current assets to pay current debts". This means how much current assets are available to cover short-term liabilities that are due soon. The current ratio can also be said as a form to measure the level of safety (margin of safety) of a company. The calculation of the current ratio is done by comparing the total current assets with total current liabilities.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2013, it was found that the Current Ratio condition decreased from 2007 and was lowest in 2012. However, it is still within the optimal performance limit based on the guidelines determined by the Indonesian Ministry of Health, namely with a weight of 3.

In accordance with the increase in the number of patients, the level of service has increased so that the needs to fulfill services have also increased. Capital expenditures, human resource expenditures and consumables have increased so that it appears that profits and profits have not increased in accordance with the constant increase in turnover.

**Inventory Turnover Before Implementation of National Health Insurance**

The activity ratio that is quite popular for assessing operations that shows how well management controls the existing capital in inventory is Inventory Turn Over. Bambang Riyanto (2010: 334) argues that, "Inventory turnover shows the ability of funds embedded in inventory to rotate within a certain period, or liquidity from inventory and the tendency for overstock".

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2013, it was found that Inventory Turnover conditions were very good, far below the provisions of 60 days. This shows the effectiveness and efficiency in managing inventory owned by Bandung Al Islam Hospital even though the number of patients both outpatient and inpatient has increased.
This low inventory turnover will support the improvement of Return on Investment Ratio, Cash Ratio and Current Ratio. For Inventory Turnover, the weight in accordance with the provisions of the Indonesian Ministry of Health is 3 for 2007 to 2013.

Receivables Turnover Period Before the Implementation of the National Health Insurance

Receivable Turnover Period is a number that shows the average time required to collect receivables. By using accounts receivable turnover, the average time for collection of receivables can also be calculated by dividing the number of days in a year by the turnover rate.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2013, it was found that the conditions for the Accounts Receivable Turnover Period were very good, far below the provisions of 60 days. The longest period is 30 days while the shortest is 9 days. This shows two things, namely the ability of Al Islam Hospital to collect receivables quickly and the availability of third party fees to fulfill its obligations to Al Islam Hospital in the appropriate amount.

This low Receivables Turnover Period will support the improved Cash Ratio. For the Receivable Turnover Period, the weight according to the provisions of the Indonesian Ministry of Health is 3 for 2007 to 2013.

Total Asset Turnover Prior to Implementation of National Health Insurance

Total Asset Turnover is the ratio used to assess the turnover of all assets owned by a company and also assess how many sales are obtained for each rupiah generated.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2013, it was found that the conditions for the Total Asset Turnover were increasing in accordance with turnover growth. This is in line with the increase in the number of patient visits between 2007 and 2013. The more patients served both outpatient and inpatient care, the asset turnover will increase.

Total Asset Turnover from 2007 to 2013 was higher than the standard set by the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Indonesia, namely 120%. So that for 2007 to 2013 the weight of the assessment for Asset Turnover is the maximum weight of 3.

Ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets Prior to Implementation of National Health Insurance

The ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets or Owner’s Equity to Total Assets is a solvency ratio that shows the importance of the source of loan capital and the level of security held by creditors. The higher this ratio means the smaller the amount of loan capital used to finance company assets. This ratio is also called the Proprietary Ratio which shows the level of solvency of the company with the assumption that all assets can be realized in accordance with what is contained in the balance sheet.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2013, it was found that the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets was increasing according to turnover growth. This was in line with the increase in the number of patient visits between 2007 and 2013. This increase in the number of patients resulted in more and more capital being used for operational purposes both for human resource expenses, capital expenditures or for consumable materials expenses.

Ideally, the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets is in the range of 30 to 40% according to the guidelines set by the Indonesian Ministry of Health. In the period from 2007 to 2013 the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets was between 58% and 74% so that the weight of financial health according to the guidelines determined by the Indonesian Ministry of Health was between 2.2 and 2.6.

Financial Performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital After Implementation of National Health Insurance

Based on the data obtained from this study, it was found that the financial soundness level of Al Islam Bandung Hospital was in the AA soundness level for 7 consecutive years from 2014 to 2020. This shows that financial performance in general has decreased when compared to the 2007 period, until 2013 before the implementation of the National Health Insurance, even though this level of financial soundness was still in the good category based on the standards set by the Indonesian Ministry of Health.

In terms of turnover, there was a relatively constant increase every year between
2014 and 2020, namely from 126.66 billion rupiah in 2014 to 176.11 billion rupiah in 2019, then decreased by 161.91 billion rupiah in 2020 due to the start of the Covid 19 Pandemic in Indonesia. Unlike the period before the implementation of the National Health Insurance, profit growth in this case EBIT in the period after the implementation of the National Health Insurance experienced a constant increase and exceeded the period before the implementation of the National Health Insurance to double or even more, namely between 12.36 billion rupiah in 2014 to 16.16 billion rupiah in 2020.

More detailed financial performance in the form of financial ratios before the implementation of the National Health Insurance will be discussed as follows:

A. Return on Investment Ratio After Implementation of National Health Insurance

Return on Investment Ratio is a profitability ratio calculated from net profit after deducting tax to total assets plus depreciation. This ratio is useful for measuring the ability of the company as a whole to generate profits against the total assets available to the company. The higher this ratio means the better the condition of a company. The components that affect changes in the value of this ratio according to the formula are EBIT, Depreciation and Total assets.

After the implementation of the National Health Insurance, RII has experienced a constant gradual decline from 2014 to 2020. Between 2014 and 2020 there was an increase in inpatient and outpatient care until 2015 but then decreased due to the large number of hospitals starting to in collaboration with BPJS Health, especially private hospitals in the city of Bandung. Then there has also been the implementation of tiered referrals by BPJS Health since 2017 so that most patients are served at Type C Hospitals and Clinics or Health Centers compared to Type B or Type A Hospitals. In 2020 the Covid 19 pandemic occurred which caused a drastic reduction in patient visits both inpatient or outpatient. This compounded the decline in RII at the end of this period.

Apart from the decreased number of patient visits, there has also been no routine tariff adjustment. According to the Law on the National Social Security System, tariff adjustments should be made every two years so that they adjust to changes in global or national economic conditions that occur. Since 2014 at the start of the implementation of the National Health Insurance, tariff adjustments have only been implemented for the first time, namely in 2016, where there was an increase in several Ina CBG rates for several small groups but several rates of large value decreased. There is a difference in rates between government hospitals and private hospitals, which is 5% higher for private hospitals.

Based on the weight set by the Ministry of Health for the Investment Return Ratio for 2014 to 2020 it is still in the optimal weight of 2. This value is still the same as the weight value before the implementation of the National Health Insurance.

B. Cash Ratio After Implementation of National Health Insurance

The Cash Ratio is used to measure how much cash is available to pay current debts. Availability of cash can be indicated by the availability of cash or cash equivalents such as a current account or savings account at a bank (which can be withdrawn at any time). This ratio shows the actual ability of the company to pay its short term debts. Based on the factor formula that influences this ratio is cash and cash equivalents and current liabilities.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2014 to 2020, it was found that the Cash Ratio condition fluctuated, namely the highest in 2020 and the lowest in 2014, where there was an increase from 2014 to 2017 then from 2017 it decreased again until 2019. The drastic decrease in the Cash Ratio at the beginning of the implementation of the National Health Insurance was caused by the lack of capability of the Bandung Al Islam Hospital in processing payment claims to BPJS Health. The change in the mechanism for presenting claims from manual to digital has also had a significant impact. In addition, the very large number of claims is also a burden in itself to resolve them. Until
2017 the Cash Ratio has improved due to the ability to process claims has improved.

In the 2018 and 2019 periods there was a further decline in the Cash Ratio due to delays in payment of claims by BPJS Kesehatan to Al Islam Bandung Hospital. This delay occurred nationally due to a mismatch between contribution payments by participants and the need to pay claims to health facilities. Payments from BPJS Health started to run smoothly again in 2020 when the government imposed adjustments to BPJS Health participant contribution rates and provided additional funds from the State Budget for BPJS Health in order to pay off BPJS Health obligations to cooperating health facilities. This can also be seen in the Receivables Turnover Period which has increased until 2019 and has improved in 2020.

The weighted value of the Cash Ratio was 1.8 in 2014, 2.4 in 2015 and became the maximum weight after 2015 to 2020 based on guidelines set by the Indonesian Ministry of Health.

C. Current Ratio After Implementation of National Health Insurance

The Current Ratio is a ratio to measure a company’s ability to pay short-term obligations or debts that are due when billed as a whole. According to Brigham and Houston (2001), "The current ratio measures the ability of current assets to pay current debts". This means how much current assets are available to cover short-term liabilities that are due soon. The current ratio can also be said as a form to measure the level of safety (margin of safety) of a company. The calculation of the current ratio is done by comparing the total current assets with total current liabilities.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2014 to 2020, it was found that the Current Ratio condition had increased from 2014 and was lowest in 2020. The average Current Ratio was even higher compared to the period before the implementation of the National Health Insurance.

This increase in the Current Ratio corresponds to the increase in the number of turnover between 2014 and 2020. The increase in patients during the period after the National Health Insurance led to a high level of service so that the total turnover increased. On the other hand, the efficiency level of inventory management has also increased, thereby reducing operational expenses as illustrated in the decrease in Inventory Turnover in the following discussion.

The current ratio is 3 from 2014 to 2020, which is the maximum weight based on the guidelines set by the Indonesian Ministry of Health. The weight value is the same as the period before the implementation of the National Health Insurance.

D. Inventory Turnover After Implementation of National Health Insurance

The activity ratio that is quite popular for assessing operations that shows how well management controls the existing capital in inventory is Inventory Turn Over. Bambang Riyanto (2010: 334) argues that, "Inventory turnover shows the ability of funds embedded in inventory to rotate within a certain period, or liquidity from inventory and the tendency for overstock”.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2014 to 2020, it was found that Inventory Turnover conditions were very good, far below the provisions of 60 days. This shows the effectiveness and efficiency in managing inventory owned by Bandung Al Islam Hospital even though the number of patients both outpatient and inpatient has increased.

This low inventory turnover will support the improvement of Return on Investment Ratio, Cash Ratio and Current Ratio. For Inventory Turnover, the weight according to the provisions of the Indonesian Ministry of Health is 3 for 2014 to 2020.

Accounts Receivable Turnover Period After Implementation of National Health Insurance

Receivable Turnover Period is a number that shows the average time required to collect receivables. By using accounts receivable turnover, the average time for collection of receivables can also be calculated by dividing the number of days in a year by the turnover rate.
Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2014 to 2020, it was found that the conditions for the Accounts Receivable Turnover Period increased, especially in 2014, then decreased until 2017 after that experienced the highest increase in 2019 although then decreased again in 2020. The longest period is 96 days while the shortest is 61 days. This increase shows two things, namely the ability of Al Islam Hospital to collect receivables quickly and the availability of third party fees to fulfill its obligations to Al Islam Hospital in the appropriate amount.

In the first three years after the implementation of the National Health Insurance, there was an extension of the Receivable Turnover Period due to the unpreparedness of both parties, both the Al Islam Bandung Hospital in terms of processing claims to be billed to BPJS Health and the ability of BPJS Kesehatan to verify claims. Even though with time, both parties are increasingly able to correct deficiencies to resolve this administrative burden. In the following period, the increase was due to the deficit experienced by BPJS Kesehatan, which resulted in the inability to make timely payments to health facilities.

This increased Accounts Receivable Turnover Period will lead to a decrease in the Cash Ratio. For the Accounts Receivable Turnover Period, the weight in accordance with the provisions of the Indonesian Ministry of Health is 2.7 and the lowest is 2.4.

**Total Asset Turnover After Implementation of National Health Insurance**

Total Asset Turnover is the ratio used to assess the turnover of all assets owned by a company and also assess how many sales are obtained for each rupiah generated.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2014 to 2020, it was found that the Total Asset Turnover condition was decreasing even though turnover growth was increasing. This is due to the absence of tariff adjustments in accordance with the provisions aimed at adjusting the burden on services due to inflation.

Total Asset Turnover in 2014 to 2020 ranged from 3 in 2014, 2.5 in 2015 to 2019 and 1.8 in 2020 according to the standards set by the Indonesian Ministry of Health.

**Ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets After Implementation of National Health Insurance**

The ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets or Owner's Equity to Total Assets is a solvency ratio that shows the importance of the source of loan capital and the level of security held by creditors. The higher this ratio means the smaller the amount of loan capital used to finance company assets. This ratio is also called the Proprietary Ratio which shows the level of solvency of the company with the assumption that all assets can be realized in accordance with what is contained in the balance sheet.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2013, it was found that the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets decreased until 2017 and then increased after 2018 to 2020. This is in accordance with the level of efficiency that is getting better so that the amount of capital used is getting smaller in the 4 year period after the implementation of the National Health Insurance. However, the use of capital has increased again due to the absence of tariff adjustments by the government.

Ideally, the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets is in the range of 30 to 40% according to the guidelines set by the Indonesian Ministry of Health. In the period from 2007 to 2013 the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets was between 55% and 74% so that the weight of financial health according to the guidelines determined by the Indonesian Ministry of Health was between 2.2 and 2.6.

**Differences in Financial Performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital Before and After the Implementation of Health Insurance**

Based on the guideline standards set by the Indonesian Ministry of Health for hospital financial performance, the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital in the period before the implementation of the National Health Insurance compared to after the implementation of the National Health Insurance was different, namely AAA for before the implementation of the National Health Insurance and AA after the implementation of the National Health Insurance. National Health. This difference mainly occurs in the Return on Investment Ratio, Cash Ratio, Receivable Turnover Period and Total Asset Turnover while the Current Ratio, Inventory Turnover and the Ratio of
Total Equity to Total Assets have the same value weight between before and after the implementation of the National Health Insurance.

From the results of this study it is proven that there are significant differences between before and after the implementation of JKN in 5 ratios of financial performance, namely Return on Investment Ratio, Cash Ratio, Inventory Turnover, Receivable Turnover Period and Total Asset Turnover while 2 ratios of financial performance, namely Current Ratio and Total Ratio Equity to Total Assets is not significantly different. The explanation will be described below as following:

A. Differences in the Return on Investment Ratio Before and After the Implementation of the National Health Insurance

Return on Investment Ratio is a profitability ratio calculated from net profit after deducting tax to total assets plus depreciation. This ratio is useful for measuring the ability of the company as a whole to generate profits against the total assets available to the company. The higher this ratio means the better the condition of a company. The components that affect changes in the value of this ratio according to the formula are EBIT, Depreciation and Total assets.

As one of the profitability ratios, the Investment Return Ratio has decreased in average after the implementation of JKN and according to different tests shows a significant difference after the implementation of JKN as shown in Figure 9. In 2014 when the initial implementation of JKN the Investment Return Ratio increased compared to 2013, but subsequently decreased gradually and the lowest ratio occurred in 2019. This pattern is almost consistent with the pattern of the number of visits of BPJS Health patients in inpatients and outpatients as illustrated in Figure 6.

If you look at the profit generated after the implementation of JKN, it seems that it has increased, but when compared to the total income, the proportion has become smaller. This shows that the costs incurred for services are getting bigger, there should be a tariff adjustment every 2 years as mandated by the Presidential Regulation so that the proportion of profit to income can be balanced every year. Another factor that may have had an effect is the decreased number of visits caused by the arrangement of a tiered referral system carried out by BPJS Kesehatan since 2017. Specifically in 2020 the decline in visits was caused by the Covid 19 Pandemic which began to occur in Indonesia.

The difference in the Investment Return Ratio which has decreased after the implementation of JKN is in accordance with the same research conducted by Lesmana and Mardiyah and reported in the International Journal of Business, Economics and Law (2019) for Omni group hospitals, while in the same study for Siloam Group hospitals and Mayapada shows an increasing Return on Investment Ratio. This is due to the high Return on Investment Ratio prior to the implementation of JKN in Al Islam Hospital and the Omni group hospital, while the Siloam and Mayapada group hospitals had a low average Return on Investment ratio. For government owned hospitals,

B. Differences in Cash Ratios Before and After the Implementation of the National Health Insurance

The Cash Ratio is used to measure how much cash is available to pay current debts. Availability of cash can be indicated by the availability of cash or cash equivalents such as a current account or savings account at a bank (which can be withdrawn at any time). This ratio shows the actual ability of the company to pay its short term debts. Based on the factor formula that influences this ratio is cash and cash equivalents and current liabilities.

Based on the financial reports of Al Islam Bandung Hospital from 2007 to 2020, the condition of cash and cash equivalents has decreased after 2015. This is in line with the increase in the Receivable Turnover Period so that the possible cause is delays in payment of claims from BPJS. The cause of delays can be due to delays in processing claims at the hospital or delays in payments from BPJS Kesehatan.

In 2018 to 2019 there was a delay in payment from BPJS due to a deficit in BPJS Kesehatan. This delay occurred
nationally, so to overcome this, a bailout policy was implemented from the Bank for hospitals to overcome cash shortages. For this matter, Al Islam Hospital did not have the opportunity to borrow bailout funds from the Bank resulting in sufficiently low cash causing the Cash Ratio to decrease. Research conducted by Astuti, Jubaedah and Mulyantini at health facilities owned by the DKI Jakarta Health Office shows that delays in BPJS Health payments affect overall financial performance, namely liquidity ratios, activity ratios, solvency ratios and profitability ratios, especially hospitals (Jurnal Salam: 2021).

Based on the standards set by the Ministry of Health for Cash Ratio, after the implementation of JKN the weight for Cash Ratio is 1.8 for 2014, 2.4 for 2015 then from 2016 to 2020 the weight for Cash Ratio each year is 3.

In the research conducted by Lesmana and Mardiyah which was reported in the International Journal of Business, Economics and Law (2019) at the Mayapada, Siloam and Omni group hospitals showed different results, where the three groups showed an increase in cash ratios compared to before implementation JKN. There are similarities between Al Islam Hospital and Siloam group hospitals which experienced a decrease in cash ratios in the first year of JKN implementation. In the research conducted by Pradibta and Yaya at one of the Government Hospitals, namely Sleman Yogyakarta Hospital which was reported in the Indonesian Accounting and Business Review Journal (2018) also showed the same results as Bandung Al Islam Hospital which experienced a decrease in Cash Ratio after the implementation of JKN.

C. Differences in Current Ratio Before and After Implementation of National Health Insurance

The Current Ratio is a ratio to measure a company's ability to pay short-term obligations or debts that are due when billed as a whole. According to Brigham and Houston (2001), "The current ratio measures the ability of current assets to pay current debts". This means how much current assets are available to cover short-term liabilities that are due soon. The current ratio can also be said as a form to measure the level of safety (margin of safety) of a company. The calculation of the current ratio is done by comparing the total current assets with total current liabilities.

Along with an increase in total income due to an increase in the number of visits or the addition of specific services, it will result in an increase in the obligations that need to be fulfilled in the short term by RS A Islam Bandung. These obligations are in the form of payments for medicines, consumables and other operational needs. Seeing that the Return on Investment Ratio is getting lower and the Cash Ratio is also getting lower, it appears that the increase in the Current Ratio indicates that the total liabilities are in line with the decreasing number of patients. This means that a large component of financing is not in paying for medicines, consumables or other operational needs but rather in financing human resources.

As a comparison, the research conducted by Lesmana and Mardiyah at the Mayapada, Siloam and Omni group hospitals reported in the International Journal of Business, Economics and Law (2019) showed results that were no different from Bandung Al Islam Hospital. The research conducted by Ratnasari in 2017 showed that private hospitals listed on the stock exchange experienced an increase in current ratio (Paramadina: 2017). In research conducted by Oktaviano and Tambunan in 2018 at X Hospital in Surabaya as stated in the 2018 ICOEN Journal, it shows that X Hospital experienced a decrease in the current ratio after collaborating with BPJS Kesehatan.

D. Differences in Inventory Turnover Before and After Implementation of National Health Insurance

The faster Inventory Turnover shows the more effective inventory management and the greater the absorption of supplies for appropriate services with the increasing number of visits both inpatient and outpatient. So this shows that the increase in BPJS Health patient visits also speeds up inventory turnover.

As one of the activity ratios, the Inventory Turnover ratio has decreased after the implementation of JKN.
According to the different test, the faster inventory turnover is a significant difference. Based on the standards set by the Ministry of Health for the Current Ratio, both before and after the implementation of JKN have an optimal weight of 3.

The ability to accelerate inventory turnover is due to the sufficient amount of inventory to meet daily service needs. With small Inventory Turnover, it means that there are not many unused inventories (iron stock). This shows that the ability to plan in detail and easily obtain medicines, consumables and materials needed in a fast time causes a shorter Inventory Turnover time.

As a comparison, the research conducted by Lesmana and Mardiyah at the Mayapada, Siloam and Omni group hospitals reported in the International Journal of Business, Economics and Law (2019) showed results that were no different from Al Islam Bandung Hospital in terms of Inventory Turnover.

E. Differences in Accounts Receivable Turnover Periods Before and After the Implementation of the National Health Insurance

Accounts receivable collection period is a number that shows the average time required to collect receivables. By using accounts receivable turnover, the average time for collection of receivables can also be calculated by dividing the number of days in a year by the turnover rate.

This Receivable Turnover Period Ratio has increased after the implementation of JKN with a significant difference. Based on the standard set by the Ministry of Health for the Receivables Turnover Period, the weight prior to the implementation of JKN is 3 which is the optimal weight, while after the implementation of JKN the weight is 2.7, except in 2019 the weight is lower, namely 2.4.

In the research conducted by Lesmana and Mardiyah at the Mayapada, Siloam and Omni group hospitals reported in the International Journal of Business, Economics and Law (2019) showed results that were no different from Al Islam Bandung Hospital in terms of Receivables Turnover Period even though the number of days lower than Al Islam Bandung Hospital. Likewise, it happened in government hospitals as reported by the research conducted by Pradibta and Yaya in one of the Government Hospitals of the Sleman Yogyakarta Hospital which was reported in the Indonesian Accounting and Business Review Journal (2018) also showed the same results as Al Islam Bandung Hospital in the Period ratio Receivable Turnover.

In general, the implementation of JKN causes an increase in the Accounts Receivable Turnover Period which is caused both internally by the hospital because of the ability to manage claims that will be submitted to BPJS Kesehatan. On the other hand, this is due to the ability of BPJS Kesehatan to pay claims. Problems with claims management difficulties occurred in the first 3 years, while problems in the second 3 years were due to the inability of BPJS Kesehatan to pay claims to hospitals.

F. Differences in Total Asset Turnover Before and After Implementation of National Health Insurance

Total Asset Turnover is the ratio used to assess the turnover of all assets owned by a company and also assess how many sales are obtained for each rupiah generated.

This Total Asset Turnover Ratio has decreased after the implementation of JKN. Based on the results of different test calculations, the difference in the Total Asset Turnover ratio is significantly different between before and after JKN implementation. The downward trend occurred continuously starting in 2014 at the beginning of the implementation of JKN to the lowest in 2020 of 90%. Based on the standards set by the Ministry of Health for Total Asset Turnover, the weight before JKN implementation was 3, while after JKN implementation the weight decreased gradually from 3 in 2014 to 1.8 in 2020.

With the increasing income earned by the Al Islam Bandung Hospital after the implementation of JKN in 2014, the assets owned by the Al Islam Bandung Hospital have increased, but the decrease in the
The number of services provided due to the reduced number of patient visits, both outpatient and inpatient, will reduce total asset turnover. at Al-Islam Hospital in Bandung. The development and addition of services at Al Islam Bandung Hospital cannot increase the number of patients because the number of patients is limited by BPJS Health so that the majority of patients will be in Type C or Type D Hospitals even in first level health facilities.

In research conducted by Lesmana and Mardiyah at the Mayapada, Siloam and Omni group hospitals reported in the International Journal of Business, Economics and Law (2019) showed the same results as Al Islam Bandung Hospital in terms of Total Asset Turnover. Likewise, it happened in government hospitals as reported by In a study conducted by Pradibta and Yaya in a government hospital, namely Sleman Yogyakarta Hospital which was reported in the Indonesian Accounting and Business Review Journal (2018) also showed the same results as Al Islam Bandung Hospital in the ratio Total Asset Turnover.

G. Differences in the Ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets Before and After the Implementation of the National Health Insurance

The ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets or Owner's Equity to Total Assets is a solvency ratio that shows the importance of the source of loan capital and the level of security held by creditors. The higher this ratio means the smaller the amount of loan capital used to finance company assets. This ratio is also called the Proprietory Ratio which shows the level of solvency of the company with the assumption that all assets can be realized in accordance with what is contained in the balance sheet.

As one of the Solvency ratios, the Total Equity to Total Assets Ratio has decreased after the implementation of JKN although this difference is not significantly different. Bandung Al Islam Hospital is a hospital with a foundation legal entity so that all profits and total income are returned to Al Islam Bandung Hospital. The use of capital in the form of loans was used by Al Islam Bandung Hospital to increase fixed assets in 2014 in the form of land and buildings, even though the large total income earned did not cause a large decrease in the ratio of total equity to total assets.

In research conducted by Lesmana and Mardiyah at the Mayapada, Siloam and Omni group hospitals reported by the International Journal of Business, Economics and Law (2019) showed that the same pattern occurred in the Mayapada group hospitals, while at the Siloam and Omni Group hospitals experienced an increase in the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets. In the research conducted by Pradibta and Yaya at one of the Government Hospitals, namely Sleman Yogyakarta Hospital which was reported in the Indonesian Accounting and Business Review Journal (2018) also showed the same results as Bandung Al Islam Hospital in the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets.

Factors Affecting the Financial Performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital in the Implementation of National Health Insurance

Based on the discussion above, several factors influence the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital in the implementation of the National Health Insurance. Several financial ratios that experienced differences between before and after the implementation of the National Health Insurance were the Return on Investment Ratio, Cash Ratio, Inventory Turnover, Accounts Receivable Turnover Period and Total Asset Turnover. The Return on Investment Ratio has decreased, the Cash Ratio has decreased, Inventory Turnover has decreased, Receivable Turnover Period has increased and Total Asset Turnover has decreased. Apart from Inventory Turnover, the difference in the ratios above shows a significant decrease in performance.

Factors that influence the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital consist of internal factors at Al Islam Bandung Hospital, competitor factors, namely other hospitals in Bandung Raya, BPJS Health factors, government policy factors in the implementation of the National Health Insurance and pandemic factors. The following is the role of each of these factors in the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital:
A. The Influence of Internal Factors at Al Islam Bandung Hospital

The internal factors of Al Islam Bandung Hospital influencing financial performance after the implementation of the National Health Insurance are:

1. Availability of sufficient cash prior to the implementation of the National Health Insurance so that when implementation begins where there are internal obstacles in administering billing claims to BPJS Health Al Islam Hospital still has the ability to finance hospital operations during the decline in payment of BPJS Health claims to Al Islam Bandung Hospital during the first implementation National health insurance.

2. Efficiency and effectiveness in logistics management has resulted in shorter Inventory Turnover ratios and significantly different between before and after the implementation of the National Health Insurance.

3. Efficiency in managing hospital expenses so that even though there were delays in payments by BPJS Kesehatan during the period 2018 to 2019 Al Islam Hospital was still able to finance hospital operations.

4. Increasing total assets, especially fixed assets in order to increase the ability of hospitals to carry out services due to increased patient visits from 2014 to 2016. The increase in turnover was partly used to increase capital to run hospital operations.

B. Influence of Competitor Factors

When the National Health Insurance was implemented for the first time, Al Islam Bandung Hospital was the only private hospital that participated in the National Health Insurance. This is because in accordance with applicable regulations the obligation to implement Health Insurance is required only for government-owned hospitals while private hospitals are not required.

Since 2016, little by little the involvement of other private hospitals in the city of Bandung has increased so that until 2020 in the city of Bandung almost all private hospitals are involved in serving BPJS Kesehatan patients. This has led to many choices for BPJS Health participants in undergoing health services in various government and private hospitals. Thus the number of visits to Bandung Al Islam Hospital has decreased compared to the initial implementation of the National Health Insurance.

C. Effect of Health BPJS Factors

BPJS Kesehatan in order to carry out its function as a guarantor for the costs of health services for its participants has issued policies in the context of efficiency and effectiveness of services for participants of BPJS Kesehatan. Among the policies that affect it is the existence of a tiered referral policy that requires patients to go through first-level health facilities, then to Type B or A hospitals. As a type B hospital, Al Islam Bandung Hospital will only receive patients if a type D or type C hospital provides a referral. This has caused several patients who are interested in getting services at Al Islam Bandung Hospital, some of them are stuck in type D or type C hospitals so that the number of visits to Bandung Al Islam Hospital has decreased since 2016.

The delay in payment by BPJS Health occurred due to the increasing public interest in obtaining health services using BPJS Health so that the utility of health services using BPJS Health increased nationally. On the other hand, the small amount of contributions coupled with the large arrears made by groups of participants with independent contributions has reduced the ability of BPJS Kesehatan to pay claims to health facilities. This problem began to be resolved after adding funds to BPJS Kesehatan by the government by utilizing cigarette excise and adjusting the value of BPJS Kesehatan contributions so that since the end of 2019 BPJS Kesehatan claims payments to health facilities have improved.

D. Influence of Government Policy Factors

All implementation activities for the National Health Insurance take place based on policies set by the government in the form of Laws, Presidential Regulations and Regulations of the Minister of Health of the Republic of Indonesia. These policies are binding on all stakeholders involved in the
implementation of the National Health Insurance. As mandated by the law, the implementation of this Health Insurance needs to be guaranteed for its continuity in order to realize universal health coverage for all Indonesian people.

After the beginning of the implementation of the National Health Insurance in 2014 it was determined that there had been changes in national policy in the implementation of the National Health Insurance which all provided guarantees so that the scope of services would become wider and efficiency would occur so that this program could be implemented. However, the policy regarding tariff adjustments which should be routinely carried out every 2 years until now has only been implemented once, namely in 2016, after that there has been no further adjustment. This is a burden for the hospital because to carry out services, the hospital requires operational costs which increase every year in line with the inflation that occurs.

E. Influence of Pandemic Factors
Since the beginning of 2020, namely in March, the government has declared the Covid 19 Pandemic as a national disaster followed by policies in order to prevent a wider spread of the disease. This pandemic condition has significantly reduced the number of visits to the hospital. This resulted in a decrease in hospital turnover, on the other hand the hospital burden increased with the need for several room and equipment improvements to service patients with Covid 19. What was quite helpful from government policy during a pandemic was setting service rates that were high enough to patients served in hospitals with Covid 19.

This condition significantly affects the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital, especially in terms of Inventory Turnover and Total Asset Turnover. Even so, with the efficiency carried out by the Bandung Al Islam Hospital, it was still able to carry out operations during the Covid 19 pandemic.

CONCLUSION
Based on the results of research that has been done to find out (Case Study at Al Islam Bandung Hospital), the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The condition of the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital which is described in the profitability ratio, liquidity ratio and activity ratio prior to the implementation of the National Health Insurance (JKN) based on the Guidelines for Preparing Hospital Business Plans and BLU Budgets (KEPMENKES N0.209/MENKES/SK/I/2011) included in the healthy category with a score of AAA.

2. The condition of the financial performance of Al Islam Bandung Hospital which is described in the profitability ratio, liquidity ratio and activity ratio prior to the implementation of the National Health Insurance (JKN) based on the Guidelines for Preparing Hospital Business Plans and BLU Budgets (KEPMENKES N0.209/MENKES/SK/I/2011) included in the healthy category with an AA score.

3. There are differences for most financial performance conditions, namely the profitability ratio is the Return on Investment Ratio (RII), the liquidity ratio is the Cash Ratio, and the activity ratio is the Inventory Turnover ratio, the Receivables Turnover Period ratio and the Total Assets Turnover ratio. As for the Current Ratio which is included in the liquidity ratio and the ratio of Total Equity to Total Assets which is included in the solvency ratio, there is no significant difference between before and after the implementation of the National Health Insurance.

Some of the factors that cause differences in financial performance before and after the implementation of JKN are changes in the number of patients, changes in the payment period for receivables, the absence of periodic tariff adjustments and the efficiency and effectiveness of hospital expense management.
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